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2- Training Foreign Enlistee
This issue is related to those young men who were recruited in Afghanistan or those who came to
us outside of the official channels that we draw up for sending young men. There is no doubt in my
mind that some of them, if not all, are sincere. It is also possible to find agents among them.
And generally, those seniors who are already in the field must be separated from the newcomers, even
though both of them are subject to the same training program, which we envision for them as
follows:
First: Basic Course Phase
This is the famous al- Faruq Camp Course that previously was 35 days, and included the following
subjects:
1) Physical fitness
2) Small arms
3) Hand grenades
4) Field skills
5) Use of explosives
6) Topography
7) Anti-tank weapons
8) First-aid
9) Introduction to security "simplified course"
It is understood from this program that the young men will be trained to operate in guerilla
groups, and to participate in the available front lines.
The prince [commander] of the camp must send a special report on the young men who wish to work
with us.
Second: Movement to the Fronts
After the Basic Course, whoever wishes to work and continue with us will be sent to the front to stay
there and to attend an artillery course, and we will also get to trust him. The time spent at the front
should not be less than two months in any case, during which the individual will receive the following:
1) 82 - 120 mortar gun course 2) SPG9 artillery course
3) 82-95 artillery course
4) Heavy machine guns
5) Tanks
The commander of the front must send another report on the young men, because the front
changes the mind from bad to good. We must not disregard the opinions of those in charge of
working with the young men after that.
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4 - Preparatory Courses
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These are a group of separate courses given when needed, as they are courses serving other
groups. It is useful to have, on the inside, one or more specialized teams in these vital work
fields:
A- Documents Course
 By hand
 Computer
B- Specialized Explosives Course
This is a long course in explosives, which entails rules for blasting and sabotage, and its
program is ready. Its duration is 35-40 days for 12 people in each course. It is focused on
booby-traps.
C- Production Course
D- Trainers' Course
This is a three months course on various subjects that the members attend, in order to find
replacement training cadre.
Based on the previous, we find that these are the three main courses the work requires quickly for
interior operations. As for the fourth course, it depends on the need and the availability of
elements suitable for it.
What is meant by the phrase “required specialties” is that specializing and dividing the work
is very necessary for quick benefit. This means forming several excellent primary groups used
by the command for targets in large operations. Therefore, we need the following:
1) Excellent information team
2) Magnificently trained execution team
3) Explosives expert
4) Document expert
This primary team always stays close to the command to work on significant and efficient operations,
meaning group operations and not individual operations.
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Surveying a place from the exterior
1) Location of the place from the street
2) Amount of traffic on the street

3) Security forces
4) Importance of the place with respect to neighboring places
5) Transportation routes leading to it
6) Accurately inspecting the place from the exterior
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Surveying a place from the inside
1) Review the description
2) Survey the target 015
3) Survey the target 010
Communications
Personal- meetings
 mutual meeting
 meeting to deliver objects
 meeting under surveillance - friendly surveillance
 secret meeting - meeting between 2 who do not know each other
Personal
 wireless and phones
 dead drop box
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